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Arab League Summit

General Information

I. Organization

• ^Delegates are now expected to be more than 2.300 with the Saudi
delegation alone totaling 350 people, including support staff.

• Foreign journalists are expected to be around 950 out of a total of
2,100.

• This is causing enormous logistical strain on the Lebanese
organization at capacity since each delegation has very specific
requests and all want to be in the same 2/3 main hotels in the "red
area".

II. Special guests

In view of the growing importance and expectations of the Summit_ilie.
number of special guests has increased and is as follows:
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• Secretary-General Kofi Annan, UN
• Mr. Javier Solana, EU
• QIC Secretary-General, Mr. Abdelouahed Belkeziz
• OAU Secretary-General. Mr. Amara Essy
• Non-Aligned Movement: President Mbeki of South Africa (has now

cancelled his presence)
• Francophonie Secretary-General: Boutros-Ghali
• UNESCO Director General (invited at his own request)

m. Speakers at opening ceremony

In view of the increased number of speakers, speeches are now expected
not to bypass 8 minutes. The current list appears so far to be:

King Abdallah of Jordan
President Lahoud of Lebanon
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
Solana
QIC
OAU
And perhaps: Francophonie Secretary-General.

IV. Substantive issues

The Saudi proposal has become the main subject of political
preparatory discussions to the Summit.

-The intention of the Saudis, and a large number of Arab countries, is to
present for the approval of the Heads of States a unified public Arab
position along the lines of the Prince Abdallah's proposal that is firm in
substance and moderate in form. (The next few days will be crucial in
order to see if the preparatory meetings will be able to reach this goal)

One main complication has so far been the different interpretations of
the word "normalization" ftat bee'a in Arabic) used by the Saudis. The
Egyptian formula of "normal relations" (elaquat tabeeya) (i.e. simply
exchange of Ambassadors and a few gradual steps) was also
considered.

The Syrians, after the visit of President Assad to Saudi Arabia,
appeared somewhat reassured that Golan was included in a possible
"peace dear but were more inclined towards the option of a "state of

/peace" (halet salam) in view of their perception that the "Arab street"
would not easily accept anything more at this stage.
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• According to our Saudi sources the Saudi strategy will be to try to keep
the peace proposal "flying high" in its own simplicity, while pursuing the
line that discussions on details should start from where they were left

~in Camp David. Taba. and Geneva (between Syria and Israel) in order
to avoid any new reopening of issues which were already discussed
and almost agreed upon (this strategy may appear overly simplistic but
has the merit of "keeping the momentum".)

• The Summit is also expected to outline an important "economic
initiative'' which, in the plans of Mr. Moussa, should set the ground for
the revitalization of the Arab League socio-economic Council which
could eventually launch an Arab common market with a financial arm
both for the future Palestinian State and countries in financial
difficulties, such as Lebanon. (It is premature to say whether this will
materialize in an articulated form, but the plan for it is on the table.)

The EU is, according to our EU interlocutors, likely to come up, prior to the
Summit, with increasing public support to the Saudi proposal, which will be
articulated more clearly by Solana in his speech at the Summit.

Finally, it is expected that the Summit will be asked by th" I
authorities to express some support to the Sheba claims of Lebanon and the
right of the return of Palestinian refugees based in Lebanon, although without
excessive reference.

The above very preliminary points on the Summit
information obtained in Beirut from the Ambassadors of the Arab League. Saudi
Arabia, Egypt, EU, Spain. Lebanese organizers and other Arab diplomatic
observers in Beirut

Warm regards.




